
VISIT TO
SAF Centre for Military Experimentation

Date:   26/01/07 (Friday)
Time:  3.00 pm – 5.00 pm
Place:  SAF Centre for Military Experimentation, 311 Stagmont Road (in Stagmont 

Camp)

Description:

The  SAF  Centre  for  Military  Experimentation  (SCME),  located  at  the  heart  of 
Stagmont  Camp,  was  officially  opened  by  Minister  for  Defence,  Rear-Admiral 
(RADM)  (NS)  Teo  Chee  Hean  on  5  November  2003  as  the  one-stop  centre  for 
leading-edge SAF experiments. Through experimentation, the SAF can acquire new 
war-fighting  knowledge,  develop  innovative  operational  concepts  and doctrines  to 
enhance mission planning.

The two-storey experimentation centre has three laboratories - the Command Post of 
the  Future  Lab,  Battlelab  and  the  C4I  Lab.  These  laboratories  provide  users  and 
engineers with an environment to explore, experiment and demonstrate technology 
capabilities for the SAF's future force. 
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The Command Post of the Future Lab serves to explore questions and possibilities for 
command and control in the future. Its physical and technical infrastructure is intended 
to simulate fixed, distributed and mobile command post at various levels of command 
and control.

The Battlelab allows for virtual experimentation of operational concepts for air, sea 
and land platforms. The lab includes simulation systems and games like Joint Conflict 
And Tactical Simulation (JCATS) to create force-on-force scenarios.

The  C4I  Lab  facilitates  the  experimentation  of  the  technical  issues  related  to 
implementation of Command, Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence 
technologies. This lab has facilities to allow technical tests of C4I technologies in a 
controlled environment, especially prior to field trials.

For  more  information  on  SCME,  please  visit  the  internet  website  at 
www.mindef.gov.sg/fsd/scme.

As SCME is a military restricted area, no photographic equipment is allowed for the 
visit.

Information: 

Interested  ORSS  members  please  register  with  LTC  Tan  Too  Ping  by  18/01/07 
(Thursday). Email: tantooping@hotmail.com. As there is limited capacity for the visit, 
acceptance  of  registration  will  be  on  a  first-come-first  serve  basis.  (Non-ORSS 
members are welcome to register but priority will be given to ORSS members, and 
non-ORSS members' registration will only be confirmed after 18 January 2007).  The 
following information is required for registration:

1. Rank/ Title/ Name
2. NRIC/ Passport Number
3. Nationality
4. Contact Number (Mobile phone)
5. Email Address
6. Organisation
7. Appointment/ Job Title
8. Vehicle Number
9. Indication of whether transportation is required and preferred boarding point 

(Chua Chu Kang MRT station or NUS)1

1 Availability and boarding point of transportation is dependent on demand.
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Do note that SCME will screen through all  people wishing to visit  the centre, and 
reserves the right to deny entry. SCME also reserves the right to cancel or postpone 
the visit due to unforeseen circumstances. Further details, such as the programme and 
driving directions, etc will be given upon finalization of the visit. 


